Press release

More than Mobile
Open source web and widgets platform for every device
Barcelona, February 22, 2012 – webinos presents demos of its
disruptive open source platform, running on Mobile plus TV, Cars,
Computers and Internet of Things (M2M) devices at this year’s
Mobile World Congress.
webinos will be at Mobile World Congress, demonstrating the
capabilities of the platform officially for the first time. The webinos
open source platform will be used to demo applications across
Mobile plus TV, Cars, Computers and Internet Of Things (M2M)
devices.
Nick Allott, Technical Co-ordinator of the webinos project states,
“The webinos platform delivers the vision where personal devices
(from mobiles to TVs to in-car infotainment systems) can talk to each
other, sharing content and applications simply and securely. The web
based platform is designed to be open and transparent, to be owned
and driven by a community, not individual companies.”

Demonstrations at Barcelona will include:
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• Media Sharing: showcasing the combination of webinos enabled
discovery, security and connectivity which allows media and
applications to be shared between multiple devices and people
• Connected Heart Rate Monitor: demonstrating interoperability
and security of Internet of Things devices
• Connected Car Trip Computer: how HTML5 and webinos Vehicle
API can enhance the in car driving experience.
• Making Tweets Richer in Content by accessing multiple screens
(TV, Phone and PC)
• Pay and Play gaming: demonstrating both multi device connected
games and integrated Payment API, based on GSMA OneAPI
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• TVs and mobile Controllers: how HTML5 and webinos TV API can
be used to deliver a full rich TV experience. Also shows the
integrated use of mobile as a universal interoperable remote
controller
• NFC and Payment: demonstrating the combined use of NFC and
Payment APIs from a web context can influence future commerce
The Open Source Code availability of the core platform and
developer portal shall be announced shortly.

To explore the demos go to the website
http://www.webinos.org/mwc
“The mobile operating system landscape is too fragmented to offer a
similar experience for different devices, applications and services.
This trend will only get exacerbated when new M2M devices enter
the market place. The webinos project is a welcome step in the right
direction: democratizing an operating system to be used across a
variety of devices and offering a consistent user experience", says
Dimitris Mavrakis, Principal Analyst for Informa.
If you are interested in understanding more about this exciting new
technology or want to enquire about joining the webinos initiative
we will be delighted to talk to you.
Email hello@webinos.org or visit http://www.webinos.org/mwc.
webinos demos can be found at three distinct locations:
• GSMA OneAPI: Hall 7 – stand # 7B82
• W3C booth: Hall 2 – stand # 2A31
• Antenna Software: Hospitality Suite in Hall 3.1 – HS172
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About webinos

webinos delivers an open source platform for web applications across
mobile, PC, home media (TV), in-car devices and Internet of Things
devices
More than 30 partners are represented within the consortium.
Deutsche Telekom AG , W3C , Telecom Italia S.p.A. , BMW Group
Research and Technology, Sony Ericsson Mobile Communication AB,
Samsung Electronics Ltd, Telefonica Investigation y Desarrollo SA,
DOCOMOCommunications Laboratories Europe GmbH, Fraunhofer
Gesellschaft zur Förderung der angewandten Forschung e.V.,
University of Oxford, TNO, National Technical University of Athens,
Instituto Superiore Mario Boella, Politecnico di Torino, Universita di
Catania, Technische Universität München, Interdisciplinary Institute
for Broadband Technology, AmbieSense Ltd, Antenna Software,
VisionMobile Ltd, futuretext , IMPLEO Professional Services Limited,
Present Technologies, Telecom Paris Tech, Nitobi Software, Silver
Probe Consulting Ltd, DataDriven, agoramedia, CloudFriends,
nquiringminds Ltd, KT.
For more information about webinos, visit www.webinos.org
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